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Rather than charging direct fees, banks often charge implicitly for their services via interest spreads.
As a result, much of bank output has to be estimated indirectly. In contrast to current statistical practice,
dynamic optimizing models of banks argue that compensation for bearing systematic risk is not part
of bank output. We apply these models and find that between 1997 and 2007, in the U.S. National
Accounts, on average, bank output is overestimated by 21 percent and GDP is overestimated by 0.3
percent. Moreover, compared with current methods, our new estimates imply more plausible estimates

























problem.  In  this  paper  we  estimate  the  value  of  output  of  U.S.  banks,  following  the 






output  is  not  explicitly  priced.  Instead,  the  implicit  charges  for  financial  services  are 
bundled with interest flows between banks and their customers, chiefly borrowers and 
depositors.  WBF  show  how  implicit  service  revenue  can  be  unbundled  from  gross 





These  models  thus  make  clear  the  role  of  risk  in  inferring  banks’  income  from 
services. The implicit revenue from screening and monitoring services should equal the 
spread of the gross loan interest rate over the yield on an equally risky fixed‐income 
                                                 








A  key  advantage  of  this  method  is  that  it  leads  to  a  uniform  treatment  of  risk 
premia on all debt instruments, so that nonfinancial firms’ output is invariant to their 



















                                                 
2 See SNA (1993, 6.128). 
  2cost  approach  differs  substantially  from  current  practice.  Despite  our  conservative 
estimate of risk premia, we show that imputed bank output is overstated by 45 percent 
on average in the U.S. national income and product accounts (NIPA). This translates into 




















This  section  reviews  briefly  the  formulae,  as  implied  by  dynamic  stochastic 
optimizing  models  in  Wang  (2003)  and  WBF  (2004),  for  imputing  the  value  of  bank 




























However,  the  U.S.  National  Income  and  Product  Accounts  (NIPA)  currently 
impute bank services to borrowers using a nearly risk‐free rate as the reference rate:  
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length  why  risk‐bearing  is  not  a  productive  service  according  to  the  conceptual 








t r  the interest rate paid, and   the corresponding reference rate (that is, the 










the  relevant  market  rate  is  the  risk‐free  (Treasury)  rate, 
m







issuers  (that  is,  YA  =  0),  if  a  bank passively  holds  market  securities  in  its  investment 
portfolio,  since  rA  =  rM.  Likewise,  (3)  implies  zero  implicit  services  (that  is,  YD  =  0) 
provided  to  holders  of  bank  term  liabilities  (commercial  paper,  market  bonds,  and 
privately placed bonds), since the interest rate paid equals the reference rate (
D m rr = ). 








  5services; the remainder—corresponding to the risk premium,  ( )A r r
F M − —is excluded.7 
This is precisely because the reference rate for lending services generally exceeds that for 





























  6The  Call  Reports  data  are  used  to  estimate  the  average  interest  rate  earned  by 
banks on each category of loans and deposits. The Call Reports also provide data on the 
repricing  period  of  various  categories  of  loans.  Yields  on  U.S.  Treasury  securities  of 
varying maturities are  from the Federal Reserve Board,9 as are yields on commercial 
paper of the top two tiers of ratings; yields on the remaining tiers are from Bloomberg. 
Yields  on  mortgage‐  and  asset‐backed  securities  are  based  on  indices  constructed  by 
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includes  a  term  reflecting  the  change  in  bond  price  due  to  fluctuations  in  yield.  See  further 
discussion below and chapter 10 of Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay (1997).  





only  a  few  broad  categories:  residential  mortgages  with  mortgage‐backed  securities 
(MBS),  consumer  loans  with  asset‐backed  securities  (ABS),  and  C&I  loans  with 
commercial  paper.  So,  the  reference  rate  (
M M
tt t rRd =−
M
                                                                                                                                                  
)  used  for  each  category  is  a 
(noisy) proxy for the true risk‐matched reference rate, as we observe none of the risk 









rate  with  current  market  rates  to  impute  the  service  spread  is  obviously  not  correct. 







12 This is because  () ( )
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not  perfect,  this  matching  likely  provides  a  more  accurate  estimate  of  actual  service 
spreads than could be obtained by using the difference between average bank loan rates 
earned and current market reference rates.  
Estimating  depositor  services  according  to  equation  (3)  is  straightforward, 
especially  once  we  assume  .  This  assumption  is  necessary,  because  the  Call 
Reports do not provide adequate data for estimating the risk premium on uninsured 






separately  the  two  components—the  risk‐free  rate  and  the  risk  premium—of  the 
reference rate for each category of loans. The risk premium on a reference security is 
P MF MF














matched  Treasury  securities  (that  is, 
M F






















carry  a  P‐1  short‐term  rating  by  Moody’s.  Second,  the  “low  risk”  category  requires 
customers  to  have  a  BBB  bond  rating,  which  maps  into  a  P‐2  rating  by  Moody’s.19 


















  10The  risk  premia  of  consumer  installment  and  credit  card  loans  are  estimated 
using Merrill Lynch’s (ML) asset‐backed securities (ABS) indices for fixed‐rate auto and 
credit‐card loans, respectively. A weighted average yield is computed based on the share 
of  credit  cards  versus  all  other  loans  in the portfolio.  The  average rating  of  the  ABS 
underlying the two indices should be between BBB and AA, since both these indices are 
components  of  ML’s  ABS  master  index.21  Following  this  procedure  almost  certainly 
yields a rather conservative estimate of the average risk premium on the consumer loans 












                                                                                                                                                    
20 This will likely overstate the risk premium, since common sense suggests that riskier loans 











not  be  a  major  concern;  for  example,  Calomiris  and  Mason  (2004)  find  little  evidence  of  this 
motivation in banks that securitize credit card loans.  




substantial  fraction  of  the  mortgage  portfolio  must  be  repriced  in  the  period  of 
consideration. This timing requirement is made clear in equation (4): the reference rate 
should be for the period when a loan’s interest rate was set or last reset.26  




five  years)  market  rates.  For  the  period  2002–2007,  the  average  service  spread  on 
mortgage loans using current market rates is 0.80 percent, while that using the 5‐year 
moving average rates is 0.69 percent. Service spreads estimated using shorter moving 
averages  lie  in  between.  A  maximum  effect  of  0.11  percentage  points  seems  modest 
compared to the size of the service spreads. It therefore seems that the problem of timing 
mismatch between bank loan rates and the market reference rates is not a major concern. 





















Given  the  reference  rate  for  each  category  of  loans,  we  now  estimate  borrower  and 
depositor services. Table 1 is a detailed exposition using the estimates for the fourth 
quarter of 2007, comparing our model‐based, service‐flow measure of bank output with 
the  measure  according  to  NIPA’s  current  methodology.  In  total,  it  lists  five  types  of 
services—to holders of two types of deposit accounts and borrowers of three types of 













loans  from  1997:Q2  to  2007:Q4.  Throughout  the  sample  period,  the  risk  plus  term 
premium stays positive, so the average reference rate for loans consistently exceeds that 
                                                 










the  interest  received  or  paid  during  a  quarter  over  the  average  balance  of  the 
corresponding instruments for the quarter.30 It is clear that the interest rates paid on 











between  “headline”  interest  rates  and  various  direct  charges  and  fees  on  deposit 
accounts at such times. 
In  Figure  3  we  plot  the  service  spreads  for  deposits  and  loans  directly.  Not 




following  monetary  easing  in  economic  downturns,  and  vice  versa.  Variations  in  the 
loan‐service  spread  can  mostly  be  traced  to  C&I  and  consumer  loans,  as  the  service 
spread on real estate loans remains fairly stable throughout the period. One explanation 
for this pattern is that bank C&I loans become riskier relative to commercial paper in 








Figure  4  depicts  the  imputed  bank  service  income  and  the  compensation  for 
risk.31 Compensation for term risk and for the risk of default represents the difference 

















industries  can  be  viewed,  under  certain  conditions,  as  the  plausible  benchmark  for 
comparison.  The  capital  share,  defined  as  the  share  of  operating  surplus  in  industry 
                                                 
31 “Loan services” in the figure corresponds to YA in equation (1) , and “Deposit services” to YD in 
















measure  is  also  routinely  used  in  industry‐level  growth  accounting  studies.33  We 
calculate the IRR using the standard Jorgensonian framework (for example, Jorgenson, 
















is  also  not  output  but  transfer  of  property  income;  see  Inklaar  and  Wang  (2007)  for  further 
discussion. 
  16that of commercial banks in each year.35 Obviously it would be preferable to have direct 




of  output.  Under  the  NIPA  output  measure,  the  banking  industry’s  capital  share 









output,  also  seems  implausibly  high,  at 17.8  percent,  on  average,  over  the  period.  In 
comparison, the IRR for the private sector as a whole is only 9.3 percent. The premium of 






                                                 
35 This industry (NAICS 521 and 522) comprises commercial banks, the Federal Reserve, savings 








average  private  industry,  for  example,  through  business  reorganization  that 
complements  the  investment  in  information  technology  (IT).37  However,  the 






























investors,  each  reference  rate  should  take account  of  the non‐diversifiable  risk  of  the 
associated financial instrument.39 Specifically, the opportunity cost of a risky loan is not 
the  return  on  a  risk‐free  investment,  but  rather  the  return  on  an  investment  of 
comparable risk. The model in WBF (2004) is, of course, an abstract representation of 
reality,  assuming,  for  example,  (nearly)  complete  and  efficient  financial  markets. 




WBF  (2004)  can  be  implemented  for  U.S.  commercial  banks  from  1997  onward.  In 
particular, diverse financial markets provide adequate data of yields on debt instruments 
comparable  to  those  held  on  banks’  balance  sheets  to  enable  the  derivation  of  risk‐
adjusted reference rates. We show that removing the risk premium, the return between 









the  risk  premium  by  using  relatively  conservative  estimates,  and  that  accounting  for 
some  of  the  risk  premium  is  an  improvement  over  not  accounting  for  it  at  all. 
  19  20





no  convincing  theoretical  or  practical  reasons  for  using  risk‐free  reference  rates  in 
estimating bank output. Instead, we show that it is feasible to use risk‐adjusted reference 
rates  and  that  doing  so  is  quantitatively  significant.  The  fact  that  our  risk‐adjusted 
measure  of  bank  output  is  both  conceptually  preferable  and  leads  to  more  plausible 












Balance Flow interest rate risk-free term default & term risk-free term default & term
Deposits in domestic offices 5,504 152 2.8% 3.5% 3.5% 3.5% 39.0 42.5 42.5
Demand deposits 486 0.0 0.0% 3.5% 3.5% 3.5% 16.9 16.9 16.9
Time and savings deposits 5,018 152.2 3.0% 3.5% 3.5% 3.5% 22.1 25.6 25.6
Loans in domestic offices 5,471 395 7.2% 3.5% 4.0% 5.6% 205.0 177.0 88.2
Real estate loans 3,545 235.3 6.6% 3.5% 4.3% 5.8% 112.2 84.3 31.5
Consumer loans 804 80.9 10.1% 3.5% 3.5% 4.4% 53.0 52.9 45.7
Commercial & industrial loans 1,123 78.8 7.0% 3.5% 3.5% 6.0% 39.8 39.8 11.1
Total 10,975 547 6.6% 3.5% 3.8% 4.6% 244.0 219.5 130.7
Reference rate Imputed output
 
Notes: “Average Balance” is the average of the balance reported on December 31, 2007 and September 30, 2007. “Interest Flow” is the actual interest received or paid within 
the quarter. “Annualized interest rate” is the interest flow divided by the average balance and then annualized. The risk-free reference rate is the average 3-month Treasury 
yield, the term-adjusted reference rate is the Treasury yield corresponding to the average maturity of the loans or deposits, and the default- & term-adjusted rate also includes 
the default risk premium. See Tables A.1 and A.2 in the Appendix for details of the Call report data items used in constructing these variables. 
 
Table 2. The Impact of Risk Adjustment on Labor Share and Internal Rate of Return, 1997–2006 Average  
Capital share in 
value added





Private economy 42 9.3  
Notes: “Financial intermediation” refers to NAICS industries 521 and 522 in the BEA’s GDP by Industry Account. “Risk-free” and “Risk-adjusted” denote the two measures 
of bank output that use the risk-free and the risk-adjusted reference rates (corresponding to the “risk-free” and “default & term” output columns in Table 1), respectively. 
“Private economy” is as defined in the GDP by Industry Account. The “capital share in value added” includes an estimate of the labor compensation of self-employed, 
assuming they earn the same average wage as employees. The “internal rate of return on fixed assets” is the shadow rental rate on the gross capital stock at current prices that 
would generate the actual capital compensation (defined as value added minus labor compensation). All fixed assets as covered by the BLS are included, that is, fixed 






















A: (Average) interest rate received on loans 
r
M: Expected rate of return required on market securities with the same (systematic) risk characteristics as the loans 
r
F: Risk-free rate 
r
D: Interest rate paid on deposits 
Y
A: Nominal output of bank services to borrowers  
Y
D: Nominal output of bank services to depositors 
For a more detailed decomposition, see Wang (2003). 
  22Figure 2.  Average interest rates on loans and deposits, 


































































































1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Weighted average Deposit rate Weighted average Deposit reference rate
Weighted average Loan reference rate Weighted average Loan rate
 

































































































1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Deposit spread Loan spread
 
  24Figure 4,  Imputed output of U.S. commercial banks and risk compensation at 































































































1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Depositor services Borrower services Term risk compensation Default risk compensation
Notes: “Deposit services” equals the deposit service spread (cf. Figure 3) times the quarterly average deposit balance (see equation 
(3)). “Loan services” equals the loan service spread (cf. Figure 3) times the quarterly average loan balance at all banks (following 
equation (1)); “Term risk compensation” denotes the value of the return on loans and deposits due to maturities longer than 3 months. 




Interest income and expenses
Income on real estate loans RIAD4011+RIAD4246 RIAD4011
Income on consumer loans RIAD4013+RIAD4247+RIAD4248 RIAD4013
Income on commercial and industrial loans
Expenses on time and savings deposits
Loan/deposit balance
Real estate loans
Credit card loans RCON2008 RCONB538
Other consumer loans RCON2011 RCONB539+RCON2011
Commercial and industrial loans
Time and savings deposits
Demand deposits
Maturity data
Real estate loans (1-4 family)
Loans except 1-4 family real estate loans
Time deposits of less than $100 000











Notes: Entries reference the mnemonics in the Call report data, listed under the relevant period(s). The shaded rows refer to variable names that remain the same throughout 
the sample years. Data are downloaded from the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago (http://www.chicagofed.org/economic_research_and_data/commercial_bank_data.cfm). 
All data items (balances as of December 31
st) are from the fourth-quarter report of each year. Using the Entity Type Code variable (RSSD9331), only data of commercial 
banks are selected. A bank is included in the loan-interest-rate calculation only when data on both interest income and loan balance are available. This requirement mostly 
affects banks with less than $25mln in assets, which before 2001 did not have to provide a breakdown of total interest income by loan category. In 2004, this category of 









AD4247,  Up to 2000, small and medium-sized banks used these variables to report their interest 
income for the different loan categories. RIAD4249 covers interest income on 
Commercial & Industrial loans, but also on all other loans, so this variable was 
omitted at the cost of coverage of the industry loan totals. Banks with fewer than 
$25mln in assets did not have to report any of these variables.
Up to 2000, banks with domestic and foreign offices only had to distinguish between 
credit card loans and consumer installment loans for the consolidated bank. Total 
loans to individuals are available for the bank's domestic offices. To increase 
coverage, the share of credit card loans and of consumer installment loans was 
calculated based on the consolidated totals (codes RCFD2008 and RCFD2011) and 
applied to the total for the bank's domestic offices.
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